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Abstract

The radiation pressure of next generation ultra-high intensity (>1023Wcm−2) lasers could efficiently

accelerate ions toGeV energies. However, nonlinear quantum-electrodynamic effects play an

important role in the interaction of these laser pulses withmatter. Herewe show that these effectsmay

lead to the production of an extremely dense (∼1024 cm−3) pair-plasmawhich absorbs the laser pulse

consequently reducing the accelerated ion energy and laser to ion conversion efficiency by up to 30%–

50%and 50%–65%, respectively. Thuswe identify the regimes of laser-matter interaction, where

either ions are efficiently accelerated to high energy or dense pair-plasmas are produced as a guide for

future experiments.

1. Introduction

Ultra-high intensity lasers accelerate ions overmuch shorter distances than conventional accelerators (microns

compared tomanymeters)with potential applications inmedical physics [1] aswell as in fundamental physics

[2]. Next generation lasers, such as those comprising the soon to be completed Extreme Light Infrastructure [3],

could accelerate ions toGeV energies with 100% efficiency in principle [4, 5]. However, at the intensities

expected to be reached in these laser-matter interactions (I>1023Wcm−2), the laser very rapidly ionizes the

target to form a plasma inwhich nonlinear quantum-electrodynamic (QED) effects play a crucial role [6–8].

Energetic electrons radiateMeV energy gamma-ray photons by nonlinear Compton scattering. The radiated

gamma-ray photons can generate electron–positron pairs in the laser-fields [9]which can radiate further

photons. A cascade of pair production ensues, similar to that thought to occur in extreme astrophysical

environments such as pulsar [10] and black hole [11]magnetospheres. Pair-plasmasmore than eight orders of

magnitude denser than currently achievable with ultra-high intensity lasers could be produced [12–14], enabling

the study of collective behavior in relativistic pair-plasmas [15].

At intensities soon to be reached (I>1022Wcm−2), the radiation pressure ion accelerationmechanism

dominates [16] (with amore favorable scaling of ion energywith laser intensity ò∝ I compared to current

experiments in the target normal sheath acceleration regime I µ [17–20]). In this acceleration scheme, the

electromagneticmomentum carried by the laser pushes forwards the electrons at the front of the target, leaving a

charge separation layer and creating an electrostatic field that in turn acts on the ions and leads to their

acceleration. There are two regimes of radiation pressure ion acceleration depending onwhether the target is

thicker or thinner than the relativistic skin depth cs e ped g w= ( ), where γe is the average Lorentz factor of

electrons in the plasma and c the speed of light. n e m4pe e e
2w p= - is the electron plasma frequency inwhich

ne
- is the electron density, e is the elementary charge andme is the electronmass. The case where the target is

thicker than δs is known as hole-boring (HB), because the intense radiation pressure of the laser punches a hole

in the target, snowploughing ions forwards at an approximately constant speed [21–23]. The case where the
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target thickness isℓ�δs is known as the light-sail (LS) acceleration [24]. Here the target is sufficiently thin that

the ions do not need to snowplough through the undisturbed target and so continuously accelerate [5]; the

dynamics of the target are then exactly analogous to the LS proposed for spacecraft propulsion [25]. Experiments

have been performed in both regimes indicating the expected scaling of ion energywith laser intensity (although

complicated by electron heating and the break up of very thin targets) [16, 26–33].

In this article we use 3Dparticle-in-cell (PIC) simulations to demonstrate thatQED effects can reduce the

energy of radiation pressure accelerated ions by up to 50%.We show that the key role is played by an electron–

positron plasma, created by a pair cascade between the laser and the target. This pair-plasma can reach the

relativistically corrected critical density n n m e4c e c e e pe
rel 2 2g g w p= = ( ), i.e. the density at which its dynamics

will strongly affect the propagation of the laser pulse [34, 35]. In fact this pair-plasmamay absorb the laser pulse

[36–38]. Consequently, the energy of the accelerated ions is strongly reduced. Depending on the laser intensity

and target density, we identify two regimes of next generation laser-plasma interactions: a regimewhere laser

energy is efficiently converted to pairs and gamma-rays and consequently the opposite regimewhere laser energy

is efficiently converted to ion energy. The identification of the different regimes of ultra-high intensity laser-solid

interactionwill be crucial to the choice of parameters for experiments aiming at either ion acceleration or pair-

plasma creation.

This article is organized as follows. In section 2we demonstrate the quenching ofHB ion acceleration due to

QEDemissions by performing 3DPIC simulations. In section 3we derive a predictive 1Dmodel for this

phenomenon. In section 4we use the derivedmodel to identify the different regimes of quenchedHB ion

acceleration. In section 5we extend our analysis to the scheme of LS ion acceleration. A discussion about the

phenomenon studied is performed in section 6. Finally, in section 7we draw conclusions.

2.Quenching ofHB ion acceleration by a self-generated pair-plasma

Simulations are performedwith the PIC code EPOCH [39], which includes both plasma physics and nonlinear

QED interactions [40, 41], the latter according to [42]. Spin polarization effects [7] are neglected.

Figure 1 shows 3D simulation results ofHB ion acceleration in the regimewhereQED effects are important,

at time t=6TL (whereTL≈3.33 fs is the laser period). In this simulation the target is initialized as a

10 μm×8 μm×8 μmpre-ionized aluminum slabwith front surface in the plane x=0, i.e. the target ismuch

thicker than δc so that the ion acceleration is in theHB regime. The initial electron density in the target is

n0=1024 cm−3 and the target is represented by 1.44×109macroions and 1.6×108macroelectrons (fifth

order particle weight functions are used). It is illuminated by a circularly polarized 1 μmwavelength laser of

intensity 5×1024Wcm−2. The laser spot spatial profile is afifth-order supergaussianwith 3.3 μmfull width

halfmaximumand a constant temporal profile, with duration 30 fs. The simulation is performedwith

250×200×200 spatial cells corresponding to spatial dimensions of 10.5 μm× 8 μm× 8 μm.Absorbing

Figure 1.QEDHBacceleration at t=6TL. The laser is shown in yellowwhile the 3D target is shown as 2D slices of ionsZni/n0 (blue),
electrons n ne 0

- (red) and positrons n ne 0+ (green), withZ as the ionization number. Line-outs of particle densities at y=z=0 μm
are also present. They are computed averaging over 12×12 cells.
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boundaries have been used in the direction of laser propagation and periodic boundaries have been used in

directions transverse to this. Doubling the vacuum space between the target and the laser did not affect the

results. Convergence testingwas performed by doubling the number ofmacroparticles, spatial gridding and

time step. The results have not been significantly affected by this.

The simulation can be summarized as follows: for t<3.4TL, QED effects do not play a significant role in the

ion acceleration. As the simulation proceeds, a pair cascade develops, with the number of pairs initially growing

exponentially. After t≈3.4TL, the pair cascade results in the production of an electron–positron pair-plasma

with density equal to the relativistically corrected critical density. This pair-plasma grows between the laser and

the aluminum ions, forming a pair cushion similar to that described in [43]. This pair cushion absorbs the laser,

reducing the energy of the accelerated ions and the efficiency of the acceleration. Bymodifying the absorption,

the pair-plasma generated in front of the target reduces both the average ion energy and the efficiency of

conversion of laser energy to ion energy.We can determine the energy reduction by analyzing the ratio between

the average ion energy in the simulation described above to that in the equivalent simulationwhere theQED

effects are artificially switched off. At t=6TL this ratio is≈0.67. The equivalent ratio comparing the efficiency of

the ion acceleration, i.e. the total amount of laser energy coupled to the ions, is≈ 0.5.

3.One-dimensionalmomentumbalancemodel

Wewill nowdetermine the laser intensities and target densities at whichQED effects quenchHB ion

acceleration by deriving a simple one-dimensionalmodel for circularly polarized lasers [16].We assume that the

HBproceeds such that the front surface of the targetmoves at quasi-constant speed, i.e. ions instantaneously

neutralize the charge separation due to electronmovement at each time step. In the reference frame of the

targetʼs front surface (whichwewill refer to as the ‘HB frame’), p 0xá ñ » [44] (p

is the electronmomentum and

x as the incident laser direction) due to rapid force balance between the v B´
 

force from the laser and the

electrostatic force from charge separation. Thus, gamma-ray photons are emitted transversely to the plasma

surface and their contribution can be omitted in theHB frame longitudinal, i.e. in the direction of propagation

of the laser,momentumbalance:

I

c
R c1 2 ,HB

2 2
HB
2g r b

¢
+ ¢ =( )

ρ is the initial targetmass density,βHB=vHB/c and γHB are, respectively, the normalized speed and the Lorentz

factor of the front surface of the target, i.e.of theHB frame. The primed quantities are computed in theHB

frame, while, when omitted, quantities are computed in the laboratory frame. I I1 1HB HBb b¢ = - +( ) ( ) is

therefore the laser intensity in theHB frame andR′ is the reflection coefficient in this frame.R′ determines the

absorption coefficientA′ in theHB frame because transmission is negligible:A′=1−R′ [16]

From theHB frame longitudinalmomentumbalance, the ion energy in the laboratory frame is [16, 21, 45]
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The efficiency of laser conversion into ion energy,f, is given by the ratio between accelerated ion energy per unit

of surface and the laser energy per unit of surface, i.e.
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Here τP is the laser pulse duration and τHB=cτL/(c−vHB) is the interval betweenwhen the pulsefirst strikes the

slab andwhen the trailing edge of the pulse strikes theHB surface.f can bewritten in terms ofΠ as
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QED radiation losses can cause almost complete laser absorption, i.e.A′≈1 andR′≈0. In this case, for

strong radiation pressure ion acceleration (Π?1), equations (1) and (2) show that the ion energy is reduced by
amaximumof 2 and the efficiency of ion acceleration by amaximumof 2; for weak acceleration (Π=1),

i.e.when ions are non-relativistic (although electrons remains ultrarelativistic), the ion energy and efficiency of
acceleration are reduced by factors of 2 and 2 2 respectively. These results are consistent with a similar analysis,

limited to the classical radiation reaction force [46].

The scaling laws given in equations (1) and (2) require a prediction for the laser absorption caused byQED

radiation losses. Several scaling laws forQED-mediated laser absorption have been discussed in the literature

[47], for linear [48, 49] and circular [4, 50] laser polarization. In the simulation discussed above (and those

discussed later) the laser absorption occurs almost entirely in the self-generated pair plasma. Therefore, QED
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effects only start to cause significant laser absorptionwhen the density of the pair-plasma generated at the front

surface of the target also approaches the relativistically corrected critical density. This occurs at a timewe define

as the absorption time ta. As in [38], we assume that the absorption in theHB frame is negligible for τP<ta and
is

A
t

1 , 3
a

P
HB t
¢ = -

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ ( )

for τP>ta.

It can be shown that, in the laboratory frame, the time required for the pair-plasma to reach the

relativistically corrected critical density is

t
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with the electron Lorentz factor γe and theQEDparameter η (the electric field strength in the electronʼs rest

frame relative to the criticalfield ofQED Ecrit=4.3×1013G [51]) assumed constant in time and computed as

described in equation (6) of [52], accounting for theGaunt factor associatedwithQEDphoton emission.Γ(η) is

the rate of the exponential density growth as given in equation(10) of [37]. In additionwe account for the fact
that the field inside the target is reduced due to the skin effect in the relativistically overcritical plasma by

correcting the intensity as follows: ISD=I γenc/(γHBn0) [44].

The derived expression for ta gives amodel which uniquely determines the laser absorption, ion energy and

efficiency of ion acceleration for a given laser intensity and target density. To determine the accuracy of this

model we compared its prediction to a 1D simulation, with equivalent parameters to the 3D simulation

presented above. 10240 cells were used to discretize a domain of 20 μm, initializedwith 1.31072×106

macroelectrons andmacroions per cell. Figure 2 shows the temporal evolution of the ion energy as predicted by

themomentumbalancemodel includingQED effects (two curves labeled ‘QED, ta from sim.’ and ‘QED, dens.

compr.’) and excluding them (labeled ‘Class’). These are seen to be in good agreement with the 1D simulations

results (shown as dots), whereQED effects were included and artificially switched off.We see that, as predicted

by themodel develpoed above, after a certain absorption time ta≈4.5TL≈15 fsQED effects cause the ion

energy to decrease. Figure 2 shows that ion energy from themodel, equation (1) agrees well with the simulation

results if ta is taken directly from the simulation itself (labeled ‘QED ta from sim.’).

Although describing the qualitative behavior of the ion energy, themodel gives, from equation (4),

ta=7.1 fs. The discrepancywith ta from the simulation ismainly due to the compression of the electron

density as the laser strikes the target (which affects the skin layer). In the simulation considered infigure 2, this

electron density compression is of approximately a factor of two. The result of refining ta to include this density

compression is shown infigure 2, as the dashed red line (‘QED, dens. compr.’). Although improving comparison

with simulation, this density compression has been observed to depend on the target density and laser intensity

in a complicatedway and so a full treatment of it is beyond the scope of this article. However, on comparison to

Figure 2.Average ion energy as a function of time, for classical andQED simulations of aHB acceleration. Dots refers to simulation
results while lines to theoretical predictions. In the continuous red line, ta=15 fs is provided from simulation, while in the dashed red
line electron density increases due to laser compression are considered, according to simulation results.
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simulations, themodel prediction from equation (4) has been observed to be accurate enough to predict the

general regime of the interaction, i.e. underwhat conditionsQED effects will quench ion acceleration and thus

the simplemodel is useful. This is discussed further in section 4 below. An additional improvement was to delay

ta by one laser period, to account for the time taken to settle to a stationary configuration.On the contrary, in

section 4 this did notmake any significant difference to the predictions of themodel.

In developing themodel, we assumed that photons are emitted parallel to the target surface in theHB frame.

This is consistent with the angle of photon emission seen in the 1D simulation

p parccos 47xq = á ñ á ñ » 


( ∣∣ ∣∣ ) —on transformation to the laboratory frame the angle should be

arccos HBq b» ( ) [44]which gives θ≈46° for an average ion energy 10 GeVá ñ ~ .

4. The two regimes of ultra-high intensity laser-solid interaction: efficient ion acceleration
or pair-plasma creation

Having determined an accuratemodel forHB ion acceleration includingQEDeffects we can perform a

systematic quantitative analysis ofQED effects onHB.We limit the simulations used to verify themodel to 1D

(with identical spatial gridding and number ofmacroparticles to the 1D simulation described above) andwe

chose aluminum targets for whichQEDeffects aremaximized, according to equation (1) (Π=1). Infigure 3

we plot the ratio of the average ion energy includingQEDeffects (bywhichwemean laser absorption in the self-

generated pair-plasma) to that neglectingQED effects, as a function of the initial electron density and of the laser

intensity. The color scale gives the prediction of themodel defined above, for a circularly polarized 1 μm

wavelength laser pulsewith τP=t=30 fs.We can identify three distinct regimes. Regime I: here the absorption

is negligible and the acceleration can be explained using a classicalHBmodel. This is because the initial target

density is too low to initiate a pair cascade (given the probability of pair creation at that laser intensity). Regime

II: as the density increases then a pair cascade can be initiated, resulting in the generation of a critical density

pair-plasma and the quenching of ion acceleration. This is coherent with the prediction of efficient gamma-ray

emission in near critical plasmas [53]. Regime III: if the initial target density is too high then the skin effect

screens the laser fields and the cascade does not occur. In regimes I and III laser energy is efficiently (up to 100%)

coupled to ion energy. In regime II laser energy is efficiently (up to 50%) coupled to electron–positron pairs and

gamma-ray photons and a critical density pair-plasma is generated. Asmentioned in section 3, the absorption

time has been delayed by one laser period to account for the time the plasma takes to settle to a stationary state.

However, this did not significantly change the predictions of themodel. Figure 3 also shows 1D simulation

results as colored dots for comparison to themodel. The simulations fall into broadly the same regimes as those

predicted by themodel.

Although regime I is characterized as an initially relativistically underdense targets, as the target is

illuminated by the laser, the electron compressed to relativistically overcritical densities. Therefore, for densities

considered, regime I can be described by classical HB [21].

In [54] it has been shown that, inmultidimensional simulations, the laser screening due to skin effects in

regime IIImay be prevented by lasermodulations of the target surface. This effect has the potential to lead to

efficient absorption in regime III, which is not seen in 1D simulations. However, this process is expected to

Figure 3.Ratio ofQED to classical ion energy , as a function of both laser intensity (5×1023 W cm−2�I�1025 W cm−2) and
initial electron density (2.3×1023 cm−3�n0�8×1024 cm−3). Dots represents simulation results, while the color-plot in the
background represents the analyticalmodel. Three regimes are identified: (I) relativistically underdense plasma, (II)QED-plasma
regime and (III) relativistically overcritical plasma.
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happen on a timescale an order ofmagnitude longer than those considered.Moreover, in [55], the screening has

been and resulting low absorption due toQEDeffects has been seen in simulationswith similar parameters to

those explored here. As a test, we have conducted a 2D simulation for initial target and laser parameters in

regime III. The simulation is initialized using 600×600 spatial grid-cells to describe a 13μm× 16 μmdomain

where a 10 μm× 16 μmpre-ionized aluminum target of initial electron density n0=3×1023 cm−3 is

illuminated by a 1 μmwavelength laser of peak intensity 2.75×1024Wcm−2. The laser spot spatial profile is a

gaussian (tomaximize the effect of the target front-surface deformation)with 3.3 μmfull width halfmaximum

and a constant temporal profile, with duration 30 fs. Initially the target is composed by 1.04×106macroions

and 1.35×107macroelectrons, absorbing boundaries have been used in the direction of laser propagation (x-

axis) and periodic in directions transverse to this. The results, at t=30 fs are shown infigure 4: for the timescale

considered, the screening is still effective, the laser is reflected at the relativistically corrected critical density, no

significant absorption is seen and no pairs are created.

The three regimes identified infigure 3 could be equivalently identified by analyzing equation (2) instead of

equation (1) because they appear as R 1¢ ¹ , that is the same in the two cases.

5. The effect ofQEDprocesses on LS ion acceleration

Another target-parameter which can be varied is the thickness. By decreasing it, we can enter the LS scenario of

radiation pressure ion acceleration. LS ion acceleration is particularly efficient [5]: accelerated targets can easily

reach the ultrarelativistic limit (βLS≈1). For this reason, theQEDparameter 1 LS
2h bµ - [52] is strongly

reduced and consequently so areQED effects when compared to theHB cases considered above. This is

supported by 1D simulations similar to those described above, butwith the target thickness set by the condition

for optimal LS ( a n nc L0
rel

0l p=ℓ whereλL is the laser wavelength [24]). In these simulations the target was

acceleratedmuchmore efficiently than in the equivalentHB simulations (for I≈5×1024Wcm−2 and

n0≈10
24 cm−3we foundβLS≈1 as compared toβHB≈0.7). As predicted, in simulations of LS ion

accelerationQEDeffects were indeed negligible for all laser intensities considered here, for example no

absorptionwas seen for the LS simulationwith I∼1024Wcm−2 compared to 70% for the equivalentHB

simulation.

6.Discussion

In the interactions of ultra-high intensity laser pulses withmatter we can expect particle acceleration over

compact,micron-scale, regions [16], extremely intense bursts of γ-ray emission [44] and the creation of dense

pair-plasmas [37]. Herewe have shown that it is possible to select intowhich species the laser energy is coupled

by the choice of target density and thickness. By doing so it will be possible to select, in an experiment, which

regime onewishes to access: onewhere ions are predominantly accelerated or onewhere a dense pair plasma and

burst of gamma-rays is generated. These two regimeswere identified in section 4 as follows: (i) if the target

Figure 4.Electron density and laserfield profiles at t=30 fs for a 2D simulation ofHB acceleration for laser and target parameters in
the regime III defined in section 3. The electron density, normalized to the initial target density, is shown as a red-yellow color plot.
The thick green line highlights the relativistically corrected critical density. The laser electric fieldmagnitude is plotted normalized to
themaximum incoming fieldmagnitude as blue isolines.
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density ismuch above or below the relativistically corrected critical density a cascade of pair production cannot

be initiated. In thefirst,more important case (the densitymust be sufficient to reflect the laser pulse to efficiently

accelerate ions), the electron density in the target is sufficient to effectively screen the laser fields by the skin

effect. This curtails gamma-ray emission from the electrons in the target and thus inhibits the pair cascade. In

this case laser energy is efficiently coupled to ions (in theHB regime of radiation pressure ion acceleration). (ii) If,

on the other hand, the target density is close to the relativistically corrected critical density (as is in fact the case

formany solidswhen the laser intensity is>1023Wcm−2) then the laser fields are not so effectively screened by

the target, the electrons feel these fields and initiate a cascade. In this case a large fraction of the laser energy is

absorbed; in principle up to 100%, although thismay place impractical constraints on the target density and

laser intensity. This energy is primarily emitted as gamma-rays from the self-generated pair plasma, which

escape the interaction as an ultra-intense (of the same order as the laser-intensity) burst. A small fraction of these

gamma-ray photons are converted to electron–positron pairs, sustaining the pair plasma at the relativistically

corrected critical density, which in this case is approximately solid density.

Here we have focused on the effect of the produced pair plasma on the ion energy but ourmodel also predicts

the efficiency of laser energy converted to ion energy or gamma-rays (the later via the absorption coefficientA).

Radiation pressure ion acceleration is in principle a very efficient scheme and evenwith themaximumpredicted

efficiency reduction of 65% it is still relatively efficient, whereas the predicted 50% reduction in ion energy is

very significant for potential applications such as hadron therapy.

We have also identified another target parameter which could enable the selection of the required regime in

experiments: the target thickness. If the target is sufficiently thin, i.e. less than the relativistic skin depth, then the

ion acceleration enters themore efficient LS regime.Here the target is accelerated to sufficiently high speeds

compared to theHB regime thatQED effects are negligible (due to theDoppler down shift of the laser intensity

in the instantaneous rest frame of the target). However, the ultimate choice of ion acceleration regimemay

depend on considerations beyond those investigated here, for example the stability, or lack thereof, of the thin

target in the LS regime and pre-pulse effects on the very thin targets required.

In this article we have limited our simulations and scaling laws to the consideration of circularly polarized

laser pulses. In reality next generation high intensity lasers will primarily use linear polarization [27]. This is

expected to lead to substantiallymore electron heating than the cases considered here [28, 29]. This complicates

the simple picturewe have presented here of the energy partition in the interaction of ultra-high intensity laser

pulses withmatter, but is not expected to qualitatively change the picture. The radiation pressure of the pulse is

still expected to efficiently accelerate ions and pair plasma creation is still expected to be curtailedwhen the target

density exceeds the relativistically corrected critical density.

Another limitation of thework presented here is the consideration of a very simple target geometry—i.e. a

slab. In reality the high-intensity part of the laser pulsewill be preceded by a longer, lower intensity pre-pulse

whichwill pre-heat and so pre-expand the front of the target. The high-intensity part of the pulsewill then have

to propagate through a pre-expanded plasma to reach the solid surface of the target. Instabilities in this plasma

could affect the propagation of the pulse. In simulations of laser-matter interactions at intensities

>1023Wcm−2, including a pre-plasma in front of the target, such instabilities have not been observed [27],

perhaps due to the increased strength of the ponderomotive force. This leads to significant profile steepening as

the plasma is pushed forwards by the pulse, with the target geometry reverting to the simple sharp-edged slab-

like profile considered here. In fact even for the case of a target with a density profile which is initially slab-like,

the v B´
 

force pushes the electrons into the target (and later pushes electrons and positrons into the pair

plasma), leading to a locally enhanced density, as shown infigures 1 and 4. This enhancement in the density

affects the absorption through the skin effect and is not accounted for in themomentumbalancemodel

presented here, limiting the accuracy of thismodel. Indeed, in order to obtain accordance between themodel

described in section 3 and PIC simulations, infigure 2 it was necessary tofix the absorption time ta post-hoc

from simulation results, while the prediction from equation (4)was not sufficiently accurate.However, the

prediction of ta excluding the density enhancement was shown to yield good agreementwith PIC simulations for

predicting the general regimes of the laser-matter interaction laid out in section 3. As demonstrated infigure 2,

an inclusion of the local enhancement to the electron (and positron) density from simulationswould improve

the estimate for ta presented here. Due to the observed complicated dependence on laser and target parameters,

the compression physics cannot be captured in a simplemodel. Nevertheless, the current analyticalmodel works

sufficiently well tomake realistic predictions of the different regimes ofmulti-PW laser-solid interaction and has

the advantage of relative simplicity. Indeed neglecting the electron density compression for the sake of simplicity

is amethod previously employed in the description ofHB ion acceleration [21].
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7. Conclusions

In conclusion,QED effects, specifically the creation of a critical density pair-plasma in front of the target, can

quenchHB radiation pressure ion acceleration, strongly reducing both the average ion energy (by up to 50%)

and the efficiency of conversion of laser energy to ion energy (by up to 65%).We have developed a practical

model in order to estimate these reductions. Thismodel demonstrates the regimewhere laser energy is

efficiently converted to pairs and gamma-rays but also the regimeswhere this is not the case and laser energy is

efficiently converted to ion energy.We have also found thatQED effects do not affect LS radiation pressure ion

acceleration, when using circular polarization. These observations will be useful for the design of experiments as

they inform the choice of laser and target parameters depending onwhether the generation of energetic ion

beams or critical density pair-plasmas is the desired aim.Consequently, identifying these regimes of laser-

plasma interaction is crucial to the application of next generation lasers as a source of high energy ions, to enable

the investigation of dense pair-plasmas in the laboratory, and to produce a very bright source of gamma-rays.
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